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3 PC Games With the Most Beautiful Worlds
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Some games are not only the way of relaxation. They also can be a way for inspiration thanks to
their beautiful worlds. In this case, you can play on Playamo here in slots with outstanding
graphics or choose one of these PC games. 

Red Dead Redemption 2

Red Dead Redemption 2 is a sequel of the adventure project, which events take place on the
territory of the Wild West. The second part has become a kind of prequel to the original series,
telling the story about the past of the protagonist John Marston. 

Users are waiting for an incredibly beautiful detailed world where all the characters instantly give a
reaction to any action of the gamer. For example, even a small collision can turn into a real
massacre with a huge arsenal of weapons. The developers staked on the collective passing, and the
exploration of a huge map is accompanied by the main and side missions.

Shadow of the Tomb Raider: Definitive Edition

Shadow of the Tomb Raider: Definitive Edition is a third-person computer game developed by a
Swedish studio. The project was released in the fall of 2019. The protagonist of the game is a girl
named Lara. She became a hunter, but she can not act in the open, she has to constantly hide and
apply dirt to thoroughly disguise. As before, she will be pursued by the Trinity organization, but
most of Lara’s time will be spent exploring ancient tombs. In the new part of the passage is not
linear, and the world has become more open, the locations are larger and more colorful.

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds is a beautiful survival shooter game with only one winner. At the
very beginning of the game, the character has absolutely no weapons and equipment, and here
begins a fierce struggle for resources. Competition here is serious. So, you need to accumulate all
your strength and be extremely careful. A single arena game faces 100 players who take part in
sessional battles on a spacious map that gradually begins to diminish. Scattered throughout the
territory different types of weapons, which you need to master faster opponents. It’s an excellent
project with dynamic battles, good speed and a sense of full involvement in the gameplay.
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